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Company has gone into full cash grab mode. Older reviews not mentioning P2W and other problems with the game were right,
but as of now, it's completely broken and P2W. Devs keep adding updates to further the P2W aspect and get as much money as
they can with no regards to the game's state, no long term thought has been given to these. Game has potential but has been
ruined completely, which is sad.. Well, the single player campaign is fun, don't know about pvp. Although this is online
game(which will require your e-mail) with micro-transactions, it is one of most advanced free to play card battle games I've
seen. Even at start one has planty of cards to choose from, and challenges just gives extra spice. Ohh and it works perfectly
under Linux (Steam Play) except achievements though.. Do not let yourself tempted by the free-to-play description. You will
only gain 1 gem each day at some point, and a pack cost 20 gems. Puchasing heroes cost 70000+ gold and you will not gain
more than max 10000 gold each day if you play a lot and if you are lucky. Less than half of the cards are purchasable with gold,
others with gem, and near half of all of them can only be bougth one card at a time with gem. The idea of the game is good, but
it's a P2W game. No F2P achievement possible, and a lot of frustration.. first online match in this game vs someone with over
10 thousand wins. mediocre match making at best. very much pay to win as well. besides playing with friends who just started
when you did or close to that i really don't see the point in this game.. I'm not the Facebook "Energy to Play" game player, but I
really enjoy this game. Sure it says I have little to no time played in Steam, but I have played it in a browser for a while. I'm not
a hardcore Kingdoms CCG player but I find it relaxing. It has great artwork and the battles are actually pretty strategic. I have
never paid a cent into the game and I'm still enjoying it. This review to give others the information needed to make a sound
choice about trying this game. negative reviews because a game is a "Facebook Game" is foolish. All games belong on Steam,
you choose if you want to play or not, but don't rag on a game for no good reason. Download this free game and enjoy it what
what it is, a light hearted collectable card game.. Pay to win, not very interesting combat.. I was going to recommend this, as it is
nice to see some slightly different online card game mechanics, but it has a few substantial negatives working against it. Even
the tutorial makes the game sound pay to win. It doesnu2019t bind to your steam account, you need to maintain a separate login.
Its an energy driven game. There are plenty of card games without artificial limitations like that. It feels like there are a lot of
turns you donu2019t actually do anything. There are good sides to it, so I wonu2019t say it's a bad game, I just donu2019t
recommend it. Unlike many games, you only have three active monsters in play at a time and it takes time to replace them after
they die. Thereu2019s a campaign map to explore and the game has a lot of features and modes. The various screens are fairly
well designed and easy to use. Overall it's a fairly well designed game with a few key features working against it.
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